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NEGRITUDE AND SOUL:
ROMANTICISM IN BLACK
Dr. Isaiah Mclver
movements among
to mold a new
cultural image and psyche among dominated peoples. Even
though these movements began during slavery and colonization,
they continue to have relevance today. They represent a nice
compromise between the temporal and the spiritual: the past
and the contemporary; the ethics of community solidarity and
Negritude and soul represent nationalist
Africans and African-Americans designed

strivings of the individual's ego and superego. These
ideologies view man as the central force and as an elevated
creation that exists by divine decision. Negritude and soul fuse
both negative and positive elements of both Africa and the West
in fostering African and African- American uniqueness. They are
historical, social, and cultural movements related to African and
African- American nationalism. Semantically, negritude predates
soul, but negritude has its essence in African- American soul.
They have aroused considerable controversy and have inspired
reactions ranging from enthusiastic partisanship to outright
hostility. Nonetheless, they are acknowledged as important

the

phenomena, and as such they will be examined and
hopefully their significance appreciated.
historical

Limitation, Definition, and Characteristics
Even though negritude and soul are

significant expressions
nationalism associated with both Africa and
America, this study will deal only with their historical origins,

of

cultural

cultural aspects, literary expressions, and significance as ideomovements. Negritude and soul represent both revolt

logical

and acceptance of western rationalism and stereotypes of
Africans and African- Americans, They represent the sum total
of all cultural values of the African and the African- American
universe. As ideologies, they are essentially the means toward
the achievement of a sense of cultural identity and normal
self-pride

in

the cultural context. Soul

is

African negritude

American clothing, imbuing with an AfricanAmerican hue all the encounters which have fallen within the
province of African and African- American experiences,
Negritude and soul are folk myths that are distinctly
African and American, They are experiential and are not
genetic. They represent African and African- American being
and tradition; the spirit rather than the letter; a certain way of
feeling, expressing oneself, and a certain way of being. They are
both descriptive and esthetic concepts. They can be extended
dressed

in
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the realm of ethics where humane and the inhumane
become interchangeable; where "beautiful" becomes both good
into

and ugly; or where square and hip may be either good or bad.
Thus the terms soul and negritude serve only as models for what
Africans and African- Americans share and how they share it.^
Both soul and negritude are folk myth concepts that embrace
both lower and middle class characteristics such as personal
attributes and artifacts. Those who embrace negritude and soul
do not all represent a residual category of failures. Rather they
see themselves as connoisseurs and as experts. While they
represent the intellectual and anti-intellectual, there is also
emphasis on rationaJity, excellence, subjectivity, and intuition.
While negritude and soul are not as coherent as they appear
from v^dthout, they are not as incoherent as they appear from
within. No group of people, Africans and African-Americans
included, are held together by a single dimension of experience,
ideology, commitment, or thought. Yet, both negritude and
soul hover somewhere between "nigger" and "Negro". Both
express anguish over the possibility of being whitewashed, both
reject and accept western civilization, and both worship Africa
as the ancestral homeland.^ Soul and negritude represent a will
to Africans and will to power. They are relaxed, noncomspontaneous, nonmechanical, not antitechnological,
and enable the possessor to be happy and sad simultaneously.
Even though they strive for universal brotherhood as an

petitive,

ultimate goal, until parity is achieved, supporters of negritude
and soul make it a crime to be anything but black, create black
religions, black communities, and black ice cream.
The negritude-soul revolt is*a revolt against western domination and is a refusal to accept western values and constraints.
Acceptance of these ideologies compels one to denounce the
foundations upon which colonialism and racism rest. They
represent a dialectical progression with white supremacy as the
thesis. Yet, they reject atheistic Marxian materialism. The
antithesis of negritude and soul does not create an African or
African-American dictatorship. Rather, they prepare the ways
for a synthesis represented by the realization of a human
society without racism.^
In contrast to negritude, African- American soul does have
the spirituals and the blues. Africans did not experience a
common suffering in slavery and did not create such songs. But
both Africans and African-Americans are dramatic, sing
lyrically, soul food is common to both, both accept and reject
the noble savage image, and both embrace two levels of ethnic
memory. These ideologies are by nature revolutionary because
they sprang from a need to reverse intolerable situations. Like
other revolutionary romantic movements, negritude and soul
were initially motivated by negative principles, represented a
reaction to humiliation and subjugation by Europeans and
Euro- Americans, and created their own lunatic fringe."*
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Historical Antecedents
African- American soul served as an inspiration for negritude
and negritude obtained much of its distinctive characteristics
from African- Americans.^ Even though the terms negritude and
soul were coined recently, they nevertheless represent the
culmination of the complete range of complex psychological
and social factors which form the collective experiences of
western domination of Africans and African-Americans. Their

roots

lie

far

down

in the total historical experiences of Africans

and African-Americans with Europeans and Euro-Americans.
The European presence in Africa promoted conflicts first
through the slave trade, enslavement of Africans in the
Americas, and with the establishment of colonial rule. Enslavement and colonization brought with them a drastic reordering
of African institutions and culture. Slavery and colonial rule
substituted new, conflicting poles of referents for African life
and social organization. Thus, colonial rule and slavery created a
state of cultural flux in which tensions were likely to evolve. It
was against this background that negritude and soul evolved as
ideologies attempting to search for new values. Perhaps the
most striking of these reactions to enslavement and colonial rule
have been religious.

Traditional Religious Elements
Negritude and soul are religious, revivalistic, and regeneraTheir communal elements were established by very humble
persons who desired both secular and spiritual unity. Even
though religious missionaries served as important agents of
cultural change, not all religious movements were transformed
into political protests. In some instances they helped their
adherents to escape from the pressures of difficult situations;
and in others represented forms of cultural regression. Africans
and African-Americans generally lived with Europeans and
Euro-Americans in both a state of cultural ambiguity and
symbiosis. This dilemma and psychosocial crisis experienced by
enslaved and colonized Africans can be explained thusly:

tive.

Since Africans cannot share the ideals, interests, and full
benefits of co-operative activities with the whites, they
naturally fall back on their own system of belief, value, and
sentiment. To be a mere carbon copy is not satisfactory as a
substitute for all the Africans had to initially give up ...
The African thus is forced at least spiritually to recross the
first
line and to re-affirm many of the tribal values
abandoned at the first crossing.^
.

A

particularly dramatic

of the line was the

example of

Mau-Mau
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revolt,

this spiritual recrossing

a nationalist rebellion

buttressed by a resort to tradition, particularly the oath,
designed to counter the influence of European cultural incursion. That this revolt was effective in its psychological
purpose can be judged from this testimony of a former
Mau-Mau detainee who confessed following participation in the
revolt:

Afterwards in the maize,

power and

I

felt

exalted with a

my previous

new

spirit

of

seemed empty and
meaningless. Even my education, of which I was so proud,
appeared trivial beside this splendid and terrible force that
had been given me. I had been born again. ^
strength. All

life

This instinctive falling back on religious tradition in the face
of political domination formed a regular feature among Africans
and African-Americans, especially among the educated. In the
Congo, in western Nigeria, in Haiti, and in the United States,
regression to traditional foundations served as a means of
cultural regroupment, protection from alienation, and gave
birth to action groups.^ The shock of enslavement and colonial
rule reverberated down to the very foundations of African
society. The 1971 Haitian insurrection began as a voodoo
ceremony and Nat Turner summoned his supporters with the
spiritual "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot". Southland spirituals such
as "Go Down Moses" and "Joshua Fit De Battle of Jericho"
were much less innocuous and Bibleistic than slavemasters
realized. Similarly, sermons delivered by enslaved and colonized
Africans and African- American priests had special meanings for
their congregations. African and African-American animistic
religious ceremonies then were among the early forms of
anticolonial protest. Sermons describing Daniel's encounter in
the lion's den or the Hebrew children's experiences in the fiery
furnace were designed to convey double meanings and messages.
Enslaved and colonized Africans drew treasures of vitality from
belonging to a religion different from that of their enslavers and
colonizers.^

During the nineteenth century, African and AfricanAmerican congregations often refused to obey the orders of
their colonial masters and slavemasters. They rejected European
practices and suggested in songs and sermons that their rulers
were the pharaohs and Philistines. They made the five wise
virgins black and the five foolish virgins white. Kimbanguist
African priests wrote the following hymn which expresses the
sense of destiny maintained by colonized Africans:

and Saviour of us
be the victors, sent by your call
The kingdom is ours, we have it for sure
As for the whites, they have it no more.^ °

Jesus, Saviour of the chosen

We

shall
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all.

1882 African separatist churches appeared in South
1932 there were 272 such churches. In 1891, Edward
W. Blyden was advocating reUgious freedom from European
As

early as

Africa. In

Christianity and he along with other prophets convinced
Africans that they could foster change and create cultural
myths. Thus, from the beginning Africans fought valiantly for
their ancestral rights, permitted Europeans to rob them of their
^
land but retained their culture.^
Initially negritude and soul were almost totally religious and
messianic. Religious art forms served as defenses against

European and Euro-American colonization and enslavement.
The sermons and spirituals of yesterday are the direct ancestors
of contemporary soul language. There is a historical and cultural
continuity between African and African-American religious
protest and contemporary negritude and soul. Both are socially
aggressive and both attempt to place upon a meaningless social
system an order which gives value to terms of existence once
considered valueless and shameful. They serve to create a new
establishment and recast the new order in an African image. ^
^

Parallel

Romantic Reactions

The romantic aspects of negritude and soul closely parallel
European and Euro-American romanticism. Just as Europeans
forced Euro-Americans into an awareness of their racial
differences, this forced awsireness of their social situation

made

both Africans and African-Americans divided beings with
double awareness of themselves. This split in the African and
European consciousness fostered psychological conflicts, split
their national consciousness, and created alienation from the
self, Africa, and from Europe. Both Africans and AfricanAmericans were cast into roles as marginal men burdened with
ethnic and national loyalties.
During the 1920's and 1960's, the Harlem Renaissance and
Black Power Movement represented attempts on the part of
African-Americans to eradicate the ambiguous and symbiotic
social position and psychosocial crises described by W. E. B.
Dubois in his The Souls of Black Folk as:
... a peculiar sensation, this double consciousness, this
sense of always looking at one's self through the eyes of
others, measuring one's soul by the tape of a world that
looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his
twoness— an American, a Negro: two souls, two thoughts,

two unreconciled strivings, two warring ideals in one dark
body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn
asunder.^

'

The desire to eliminate the torture of cultural twoness
retain psychological sanity forced Africans, Europeans,
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and
and

Euro- Americans to embrace varying degrees of romantic nationalism. The dilemma created by the cultural duality and
psychological symbiosis experienced by African-Americans
motivated Dubois to attempt to foster a positive image among
African- Americans as he reminded them that:
...

we

are Negroes,

members of

a vast historic race that

from the very dawn of creation has slept, but half
awakening in the dark forest of its African hinterland. We

new nation, the harbingers of that
black tomorrow which has yet to soften the whiteness of
the Teutonic today. We are the people whose subtle sense of
song has given America its only American music, its only
fairy tales, its only touch of pathos and humour amid its
mad money-making plutocracy ... it is our duty to conserve our physical powers, our intellectual endowments, our
spiritual
ideals:
a race we must strive for raceas
organization, by race solidarity, by race unity to the
realization of that broader humanity which freely recognizes differences in men, but sternly deprecates inequality
^
in their opportunities for development.^
are the first fruits of this

Like their European counterparts

by

who had veen

victimized

militaristic imperialism, Africans also desired racial purifi-

and national sovereignty. Both Africans
and Europeans created prophets who crystallized ambiguous
and troubled cultursQ feelings into definite national consciousness. In an attempt to accentuate Africanism and depose the
myth of European supremacy, romantic negativism of the type
expressed in Walter E. Hawkins' "Credo" admonished AfricanAmericans to:
cation, a noble destiny,

oppose all laws of state and country.
All creeds of church and social orders,
All conventionalities of society and system
Which cross the path of light of freedom
^
or obscure the reign of right.
.

.

.

^

Africans, Europeans, and Euro- Americans attempted to fill
vacuum created by imperialists by engaging in a
romantic nationalistic cultural counteroffensive. Like the

the existential

Germans who

isolated themselves from England and France,
South that attempted to separate into a Confederate
enclave, and like the United States which attempted to make
itself a democratic haven, Africans and African-Americans

like the

maintained:

We

are

doomed

as long as

man. To do so is to
and self-contempt.^ ^

seal

we

take our ideals from the white
our internal feeling of inferiority
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African-Americans,
Europeans
and
Euroin basically the same manner when they were
stereotyped as inferiors. During the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries leading European intellectuals described all
Euro- Americans as:
Africans,

Americans reacted

lazy, apathetic people, eating
different to the arts and comforts
inferior, they have failed to produce
mathematician, or a man of genius in
.

,

.

These assertions were

pcirt

coarse
of life.
a good
a single

food and inBackward and
poet, a capable
science.^

^

of a widely accepted theory of

American degeneration. These contentions were stated simply
by the Dutch scholar, Peter Kalm; the Swedish naturalist, Abbie
Raynal; and the French scientist, Cornelius De Pauw that:

The

severe climate of North America led inevitably to
physical and mental retardation and retrogression among
every living thing—plants, animals, and humans. No people
could prosper in such £in environment; indolence, apathy, ill
^
health, and stupidity would forever mark Americans.^

In congruence with contemporary negritude-soul techniques, survival motions Euro-Americans reacted to these
charges by claiming that America's main excuse for being was to
repudiate Europe.^ ^ America now conceived of herself as a
model of moral superiority and quarantined herself from
European contact in order to guard her self-imputed democratic
purity lest she become despoiled by European corruption and
authoritarianism. Nonalignment became America's morally
correct policy. In order to defend against European stereotypes,
America during the early nineteenth century isolated herself
from Europe and attempted to smugly enjoy her self -conferred
moral superiority. At home there was to be absolute unity, total
^
solidarity, pure AmericEinism, and diversity was not tolerated.^
America's reaction to European claims of superiority
motivated Ralph Waldo Emerson to urge Americans to become
self-reliant,
motivated Webster to develop an American
language, compelled several presidents to support a national
university, and inspired Henry Clay to promote an "American
System" similar to Friedrich List's German political economy.
In consonance with the tenets of negritude and soul, J. G.
Herder, the German theologian, in his Ideals on the Philosophy
of the History of Mankind maintained:

the French are somewhat frivolous. Imitation of French
ways, or any foreign ways, makes one shallow and artificial.
.

.

.

or civilizations must arise from native
from the life of the common people.
culture of the peasant is not as denatured as that of the

All true
roots. It

The

cultures

must

arise
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cosmopolitan upper classes ... all peoples have their
geniuses ... a sound civilization must express a national
character or folk ... all peoples should develop their own
geniuses
in
their
own way
they should unfold
.

natursJly.^

.

.

^

According to Herder, there are genuine differences among
peoples. These differences should be emphasized, but uniqueness and superiority are not synonymous. In accord with the
principles of soul and negritude. Herder maintains that genius
was to be based on intuition rather than reason. In consonance
with the ideals of negritude and soul, Herder's romantically
nationeilistic ideology stressed the superior virtues of the
common people of Germany, decried the ways of aristocrats,
suggested that the inner spirit of the individual creates its own
moral universe, and held that the German folk culture could
foster moral dignity among a disunited and subjugated
^
people.^
In his National System of Political Economy, published in
1841, Friedrich List like Herder, urged Germany to cease
relying on the English system of free trade and English
industries. List Admonished Germans to develop their own
national culture, their own cities, their own factories, their own
industries, their own capitEil and a system of high protective
tariffs, that would keep the British out. According to List, any
nation desirous of a civilization must become self-reliant.^ ^
Thus, Romantic nationalist of both African and European
variety emphasize sovereignty, separatism, a common ethnic
consciousness, and affection for folk myths as unifying forces.
Ironically, the Southern experience, the very place that
attempted to Anglicize Africans, provides some of the most
salient parallels of both negritude and soul. But AfricanAmericans, while incorporating some orthodox Southern elements in soul, are compelled to go beyond the Southern
plantation to Africa in order to retrieve their cultural roots.
African-Americans attempt to exploit traditional Southern
loyalties when they refer to soul. Both Dubois and Martin L. King,
Jr., in their advocacy of an aristocracy of talent cater to
traditioneil Southern mythical loyalties.^ ^ Just as Southern
Euro -Americans resent having Booker T. Washington referred to
as the black George Washington, the black Benjamin Franklin, the
black Thomas Jefferson, the black Robert E. Lee, or the black
Lincoln, soul brothers become equsilly incensed when referred
to as Anglicized-Africans. Both appear to simultaneously yearn
for and deny a distant irretrievable romantic past. They appear
to quest for a distant past and contemporary advantages.
The emulation of soul food and expressed reverence for the
virtues of the noble savage represent a spiritual yearning to
return to the plantation. Attempts to embellish and ennoble
soul food with the virtues of gourmet dishes appear to be a
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wish to accept and transform Euro-American
stereotypes into acceptable and virtuous qualities.
Few would refuse to agree that collards, hog maw,
chitterlings, and other soul dishes were the slavemasters scraps
and leftovers. Yet, today among some African-Americans, they
represent cultural rallying points and serve to inspire traditional
loyalties. But before condemning African-Americans for deifying soul dishes as a means of retrieving cultural loyalty, one
must realize that Southern Euro- Americans still reverse defeat
in the Civil War into a glorified cultural rallying point. The stars
and bars and "Dixie" still revive Southern loyalties. "New
South" leaders such as Henry Grady and other political
propagandists often exploited traditional Southern loyalties as
they reversed former liabilities into new assets and political
victories.
Both soul adherents and "New South" leaders
returned to traditionEil Southern elements in an attempt to
resurrect themselves economically, politically, and culturally.
Both became obsessed with the past and worshipped both a real
and imagined ancient cultural heritage. While the South
attempted to become a modern Sparta, African-Americans
spiritually and rhetorically returned to ancient Africa.
When the South was being stereotyped as immoral, hedonistic, and void of things cerebral. Southerners became diversitarian. Southern literary propagandists ceased being rational,
rebelled against defined, accepted, social conventions, worshipped the individual and emotions, and focused on the past.
Other Southerners reacted to charges of cultural inferiority by
convincing themselves that the South represented a unique and
superior cultural area and invested and alloyed the area and
themselves
with
both cultural and moral supremacy.
Southerners contended that the rest of the country possessed an
inferior civilization. In 1860, after a London Times correspondent visited the South, its expressions of romantic
nationalism caused him to report:

subconscious

Believe a Southern man as he believes himself and you must
regard New England and the kindred states as the birthplace
of impurity of mind among men and of unchastity in
women—the home of free love, of fourierism, of infidelity,
of abolitionism, of false teaching in political economy and
in social life; a land saturated with the drippings of rotten
philosophy, with the poisonous infections of a fanatic press;
without honor or modesty; whose valor and manhood have
been swsillowed up in corrupt, howling demagogy, and in
.^ ^
the marts of dishonest commerce
.

.

gentlemen, like adherents of negritude and soul,
those in South Carolina, perceived themselves as
well-bred gentlemen, courteous, hospitable, well-read, and
endowed with cosmic companionship.

Southern

especially
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The romantic nationsilism of negritude, soul, and the
romantic nationahsm of Euro-Americans are essentially rhetorical positions, but out of them have grown racist propaganda,
self-fulfilling

prophecies, race supremacists, racist institutions

and practices, and cultural hyprocrisy. Neither European,
Euro-American, African, nor African-American social myths
demand cultural truth or validity. They survive on culturally
derived symbols and loyalties around which people rally.
"Dixie" appears to excite the adrenalin of Southern EuroAmericans in much the same way that soul music disquiets
African-Americans and give rise to traditional emotions. They
generally represent irrational myths concerned with and
oriented not so much toward recapturing a past as with
providing an image that will allow the capturing of the
future,^ ^ Romantic nationalism attempts to foster unity and
group solidarity by discovering and rediscovering the group's
heritage or cultural roots. Just as "New South" propagandists
visualize African-Americans as the rootless, invisible enemy,
adherents of negritude and soul maintain that Europeans and
Euro- Americans are the discernable, soullness nemesis.^
Both African and Euro-American romantic nationalism
advocate self-reliance and self-determination. The South did so
through states rights, nullification, interposition, and the
"^

creation of a Confederacy, while African-Americans promoted
separate institutions and communities and a return to Africa.
Ultimately the elements of romantic nationalism enable a group
to refuse to be dominated politically and culturally, enable a
group to ascribe positive qualities to negative stereotypes,
rehabilitate and resurrect in positive forms seemingly negative
concepts, enable the downtrodden to engage in cultural
counteroffensives against ascribed inferior labels, permit selfavowal, promote self-consciousness, and foster self-acceptance
Eind self-recognition.

Reversals and Literary Elements
Part and parcel of the self-acceptance ritual of dominated
groups and states is the reversal of commonly held cultural
stereotypes. After this is done, those who were once subjugated
isolate themselves and then proceed to declare their superiority.
A significant thrust of negritude, soul, and other romantic
movements has been attempts to use rhetoric to place the once
dominant group in both a symbiotic and subordinate position,
morally and culturally to those questing for liberation. Not only
is the unpleasant past accepted by the emerging group, but
those experiences are represented as capable of enabling the
oppressed to transcend their former persecutors. Not only is the
enslaved made superior to his former master, but the reversals
serve to celebrate stereotypes of Africa in cosmic terms through
the use of conventional Western imagery. Soul and negritude
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employ the traditional African, African- American, and Western
myths and stereotypes and incorporate them in both traditional
and futuristic movements. From these syncretized myths and
stereotypes are created spiritual adventures that represent
objective standards of thought and behavior that are neither
realistically subjective or objective.^ ^ This reversal process
swells into exaggerated self-aggrandizement, highly optimistic
self-consciousness, and fosters an assidious cultivation of blackness. It enables one to confront European racism with zealous
partisanship for Africaness and the exaltation of the Stygian
hue to dizzy elevations.
Ironically, soul and negritude establish Africa's distinctive
and unique qualities through Western rhetoric and through
traditional Western stereotypical assumptions. Acceptance and
the reversal of traditional myths and stereotypes are described
in the following passage by Leopold Senghor:

of the West is inferior to Africa's
is African and Western logic. Western
man engages in sight-reason but Africans engage in touchreason. Africa's reasoning goes beyond appearances and
takes in total reality
classical African reason is intuitive
and participates in the object. Westerners are rational.
Africans are emotive and possess a unique sensibility,
rhythm, and internal dynamism
the African mind has an
intensely religious disposition, a sense of the divine,
perceives the supernatural in the natural, possess a mystical
concept of the world which is derived from close links with
the natural world
Africans abandon the self for the
other and engage in reason by embrace rather than eye
reason. Africans identify all beings with life-force. The
world represents the manifestation in diverse forms, the
same vital principle. The African world view is a system of
participating forces. The great chain of vital responses in
which man, the personification of life-force, occupies the
central position—from God through man, down to the grain
of sand, there is a same less whole. Man is the center of the
.

.

.

dicursive

reason

intuitive reason.

There

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Interestingly, the acceptance of these Euro-American stereotypes are woven in such a way as to make Africans both
superior and exceedingly humane. Traditional Western myths
are annexed. Africanized, and positive attributes are imputed to
them. Such reversals by negritude and soul permit the African
to accept his traditions and therefore himself.
Even though the African during gestures of despair and
during sensations of collective neurosis, desire to remake the
world in an African image, ultimately, after parity is achieved,
Africans and African- Americans see society as an:
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extension of the clan, a kind of mystical family
consisting of all persons, living and dead who possess a
common ancestor. They represent a communion of souls
and there is emphasis on the group without losing sense of
the individual person.^ °
.

.

.

But not until parity or equality is achieved are the romantic
nationalistic cries of separatism subdued. Negritude and soul
suggest that adherents assimilate rather than become assimRather than seek integration, the goal becomes transformation. Negritude and soul begin as accommodative movements, evolve toward increasingly arrogant stances, and culminate in a search for the universgJ Holy Grail. They begin as
provincial, ethnic, separatist, romantic, and nationalistic movements. Later they become oriented toward the Third World and
ultimately become universal. Their components appear secular,
pseudo-religious, and diversionary to the uninitiated.
ilated.

Romantic

Rituals, Evolutions,

and Games

The

soul performer's style follows the tradition of the folk
or singer of traditional spirituals. He employs
colloquialism, allusions, traditional symbols, makes references
to the familiar, addresses his audiences directly, interweaves
anecdotes with political comments, and carries on a dialogue
with his audience. The performer's grammatical constructs are
repetitive and rhythmical and he appears as an actor who wears
a series of masks. He animates his message and employs other
devices common to the folk style. ^ ^ In the ideology of soul and
negritude, poets serve as both secular leaders and as prophets.
Not only do they politicize, but they also baptize one in
blackness and endow African- Americans, the only humans
capable of apprehending them, with soul. There are few, if any,
negritude-soul rituals in which Europeans can validly participate
since they are intended to purge Africans of Anglicized
endowments.^ ^ They are black men possessions which compel
prospective converts to repudiate those aspects of themselves
that foster humiliation and cause them to deny their traditional
culture and to accept and confront their Africaness. Participation in ceremonial meals serve to unite converts with the past.
Even though words often represent worthless excrement to
them, colorful rhetoric is important and public hand slapping
serve as a form of ritual, public lovemaking.
and Martin
Soul and negritude deified both Malcolm
Luther King, Jr. Both are saints in the African-American
community. Even though urban hipsters might not have
accepted or understood King's abstractions of universal love and
a blessed community following a night of the blues, they could,
however, anticipate King's millennial dream as an impending
goal. While King taught African- Americans how to dream,

sermonizer

X
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Malcolm

X

excited and inspired African-Americans with his
realistic precepts.^ ^ Both served as soul forces
which sensitized Euro- Americans to their arrogance, immorality
and depravity. Both adorned African- Americans with hope and
a noble destiny.
Prior to the acceptance of soul as a visible force, AfricanAmericans were considered invisible nonentities. Acceptance of
soul endowed Africans with essence and permitted them to
transcend the trauma of the niggerzone and to realize that their
imperceptibility resulted from self-abnegation and from being
absorbed in alien values. Like the Mau-Mau warrior who
confessed that his military exploits against European imperialists gave him new life, African- American entertainers and
others have also confessed that since they went natural and
became incontrovertibly black, they now perceive themselves as
truly beautiful and can express and exhibit more creative
energy. Acceptance of negritude and soul ideals makes the
traditionally obscure African presence highly visible and the
former very highly conspicuous Euro-Americans soulless
automatons not aware that they have lost their most human
qualities. They enable Africans, once with eagle-like attributes,
conditioned to function as chickens, to soar heavenward and to
condemn those who build kingdoms on fractricidal politics,
falsehoods, and human corpses. They render Euro-American
nonAfricans access to human
critics irrelevant and deny

humane and

endowments.^ *
Negritude and soul are reactions to cultural invisibility.
They represent survival motion, doing one's individual thing,
and anguished happiness. They deflate Euro-American moral
and cultural arrogance, represent a condensed patent folk myth
lived daily, and permit Africans to survive as part of two worlds
without becoming a victim of cultural dualism. They foster
memories that are deeper than grief and create feelings that are
stronger than technology.

They fashion black

angels, a black

and primal spiritual energy. Soul-negritude overload the circuits of nonAfricans and burn them out. They
Christ-child,

personify enjoyable encounters with the idesQs of the noble
savage and compel Elvis Presley and Tarzan to pass for black.
Just as soul force cannot accept America until she has been
resurrected, nonAfricans cannot adopt or exploit negritude-soul
sounds until they have been packaged, degraded, and reduced to
a sonorous quality.^ ^
In congruence with the defensive nature of emerging
national loyalties, during the initial stages of their development,
negritude and soul require total conformity. Real issues are not
debated, soladarity is essential, there are collective rationalizations, there is groupthink and mind guards, there is unquestioned belief in the group's inherent morality, there are
ethical reversals, deviants are purged, and the group engages in a
shared illusion of unanimity. Like the slave who indulged
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himself by shuffling, developing semantic complications, looking away, or scratching where it did not itch, parallel games are
played by soul adherents through the use of apologetic
self-indulgent rhetorical exercises that appear to paralize constructive action.

Reverberations in Academia

The Black Power Movement created tremendous anguish for
some African- American students. They were compelled, at least
rhetorically, to alter their

former cultural commitments.

Some

students saw themselves as privileged and advantaged "house
niggers" and felt obligated to at least pretend to behave as
"field niggers" by participating in the blacker than thou games
by rejecting and resisting Anglicization. Thus, they refused to
be hermetically sealed in a sea of whiteness. Students, espeically
those on white majority campuses, appeared to become victims
of structural contradictions. Education became for them both a
^
desirable tool and an insidious tool of the white man.^
Some African-American students and teachers employ
blacker than thou games as instruments of self-aggrandizement.
Often it is used as an eraser of imaginary feelings of undeserved
security by those who harbor guilt regarding their economic and
other advantages. By playing the game, one survives the
psychological duality and symbiosis that result when one who
emulates the "field nigger" attempts to acquire a university
degree. By dramatizing one's blackness through dress and
behavior one can remain tough, can serve as a blackness
watchdog, and can covert and exploit others.
Aside from possessing elements of romantic nationalism,
negritude-soul embrace both quasi-religious rituals and educational processes. The preeminent criterion for participating in
the socializing process is being African and the educational
process cannot commence at age twenty-five. One must revere

Africaness, must listen to sermons preached by AfricanAmericans, must listen to soul sounds, is obligated to speak and
comprehend soul language, is expected to engage in blacker
than thou games or rituals, and is compelled to embrace the
values and virtues of the noble savage, the pimp and the field
nigger, engage in rap sessions, spend time at the "wall" or the
"place", accept and embrace lower class stereotypes, accept
blacker than thou norms, develop the "bad nigger complex",
and willingly accept the traditionally most despised aspects of
his

one's Africamess.'^

^

some

African-Americans seriously embrace soulnegritude, others merely pretend that they revere Africa so that
their Africaness is not questioned or doubted. Theirs is a
pseudo-commitment to Africa. It appears that there is the
romantic desire on the pEirt of some students to spiritually
return to the plantation cabin of the "field nigger" while they

While
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they be permitted to enjoy the educational and other
comforts of the "house nigger" in Academia. Paradoxically,
such a person desires the luxury of Academia's "big house"
while pretending rhetorically or vicariously to yearn for the
plantation cabin of the antebellum South. ^
Ironically, some students who claim to be supporters of the
liberating ideals of negritude-soul also accept and embrace the
ideals of Old South racial myths and stereotypes. They maintain
that Africaness and intellectuality are incompatible and then
proceed to exhibit "field nigger" or "street nigger" norms in the
academic community. In their rhetorical and vicarious romance
with Old South stereotypes, it appears that a subconscious or a
pseudo-link is established with southern plantation stereotypes
through dress and hairdos even though these urges are
insist that

-^

consciously denied.
Another personality type that emerged out of the soulnegritude unfolding process during the 1960's was the academic
pimp-hustler. Such a person promotes African and AfricanAmerican studies not out of a desire for knowledge or serious
study, but because of a desire to exploit blackness for selfish
reasons £ind to be rewarded by the system without exerting
oneself academically. Should the professor require the academic
pimp-hustler to engage in extensive reading or to write research
papers, he argues:

Academics is a white man's thing. Blacks are oral. If you
understood blacks you would give community assign^
.^
ments
.

.

Thus, many academic pimp-hustlers negotiate grades rather than
engage in serious study. As long as they are permitted to exploit
their blackness, they appear to accept and embrace the Old
South steroetypes that suggest that blacks are inferior to
Euro- Americans academically. They argue that those who
dem£ind serious academic work are either "honkies" or "Uncle
Toms." They attempt and often succeed in getting through the
academic system with the least possible effort with both
administrative and professional blessings. Thus, their acceptance
of traditional stereotypes and utilization of ethical reversals
permit the intellectually weak to be rewarded and to receive
middle class academic credentials primarily because their
mentors perceive the terms "honky" and "Uncle Tom" as
extremely harsh labels. A parallel ethic is embraced at those
white colleges and universities where all gentlemen playboys
merely keep their academic heads above "C" level, maintain test
files for their fraternity—sorority members, or confess to
professors that they are too difficult. Thus, intellectual laziness
has no class of ethnic boundaries. Both racial groups may
regress to traditional stereotypic behavior."*
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Academic pimp-hustlers embrace the stereotypical norms
attributed to the "field nigger" but they do not go through the
mortifying rituals of plantation slaves. Often the pimp-hustler is
obliged to negotiate for grades because much of his out-of-class
leisure is spent psirtying, at whist parties, or playing blacker
than thou or waspier than thou games. If the professor happens
to
be African-American, the pimp-hustler attempts to
strengthen his hand by badgering the professor to give him an
"A" solely because he is African- American. The Euro-American
student feigns an ultra-liberal posture. In both instances, the
primary concern is how one can use the color game to maneuver
through the academic system.^ ^ The academic hustler-pimp is
not a part or product of either negritude or soul. Even though
he may use the rhetoric of the game, appear genuine, and wear
the trimmings and disguises of the movement. The academic
pimp-hustler is concerned only with self-aggrandizement.
Even though soul and negritude created a black model
equipped to satisfy the same needs served by the white
paradigm, even though they compel African-Americans to
confront and come to terms with and legitimatize their
Africaness, £ind even though they exorcise Africans of absorption in an alien or Anglicized culture, these ideologies also
contend that following the establishment of parity and transformation African-Americans cannot afford to either harm
themselves or other humans. African- American supporters of
soul and negritude who wear the dashiki, rap and yell right on,
or wear the African- American hairpiece may appear hypocritical
to some. Actually, they are no more exploitive than the
pretentious Euro-Americans who dress as farmers, employ the
rhetorical southern drawl, admit that they support "law and
order" or are a conservative, drink mountain dew, pretend to be
simple minded, or play "Dixie" in order to arouse traditional
southern loyalties. Both groups appear to realize that one of the
few psychological and cultural routes to essence for those
victimized by stereotypes grounded in myths is to regress to
traditional ethnic or national symbols of loyalty."* ^ Unless
individuEils are involved in and identify with a culture, they will
exist in an existential cultural vacuum. In expressing the
alienation of African emigrees in Europe, Leopold Senghor
wrote in 1962:
assimilation was a failure; we could assimilate mathematics or the French language, but we could never strip off
our black skins or root out our black souls. And so we set
out on a fervent quest for the Holy Grail: our collective
.

.

.

soul."*

^

The cultural trauma experienced by Africans and AfricanAmericans seems to be equally applicable to Europeans and
Euro-Americans.

The

use

of

negritude-soul
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in

African

or

a

African-American parlance drives toward a sense of ethnic
cohesion based on some sense of ethnic unity or ethnic soul.
Herder, the German romantic nationalist describes this idea in
the following extended metaphor:

As the mineral derives its component parts; its operative
power, and its flaws from the soil through which it flows, so
the ancient characteristics of peoples arose from the family
features, the climate, the way of life and tradition, the early
actions and employments, that were peculiar to them. The
manners of the fathers took deep root and became the
^
internal prototypes of the descendants.^
NegTitude-soul and romantic nationalism perceive a common
enemy, maintain that the subjugated represent unique beings—
different warmth and a different cold, provide the rationale for
the struggle for self-determination, and proclaim similar rhetorical echoes. They represent movements not so much to protect
against the injustices of an authoritarian state but rather an
attempt to redraw boundaries to fit the contour of ethnic
bodies. Their only demands are culturally-derived symbols
around which people may rally and the development of a
cultural identity around which individual identities can then be
based.

Conclusions
Negritude and soul are by-products of romantic nationism.
Western Cultural arrogance, the enslavement of Africans, and
imperialism in Africa. One cannot long subjugate or discriminate against a people without generating in them a sense of
a sense of alienation, a sense of persecution, or
endearing them with a sense of peerlessness or compelling them
to assume that they are invested with Cosmic Companionship.
Negritude and soul represent a symbolic progression from
subordination, to alienation, to revolt, to self-affirmation, and
finally to an affirmation of all humanity. These ideologies
emerged from a desire to cease being an alien in one's own
universe. The misery of the cultural and psychological symbiosis
and ambiguity compel adherents of these concepts to announce
myths and
their essence, to build nation states on the
traditions of the past rather than the realities of the present,
and to proclaim Africans as a people apart with a unique
isolation,

national sense of brotherhood and community.
Soul and negritude began as quests for cultural roots but
gravitate toward expressions of a world view, self -actualization,
and coalescence from diunital elements. Seen in a broad
historical perspective, they represent reactions against Western
cultural domination. Both are inspired by a wish for freedom
from both domination and contempt. Both have evolved
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ideological constructs and their literature and Paradigms afford
insights into the intimate process of African reactions to
culturgJ tyranny.
In their progression from myth to reality, negritude and
soul have served as mediators of diunital encounters. They are
inspired by African and African- American Messianism and other
historic responses to novel environmental challenges. Initially
they were supernatural, apocalyptic, and eschatological in
orientation. Even today, negritude and soul encompass a
temporal Utopian vision that is spiritually and culturally
authentic. Initially the movement was preoccupied with limited
ethnic interests but will ultimately be animated by an obsession
for universal human fulfillment. They attempt to synthesize
opposites, created useful and reassuring yesteryears, foster love
for all humanity, enable one to transcend national ethnicity,
and compel men to embrace panhumanism and thereby form a
tellurian union with the Universe.
Negritude and soul represent doing and continually coming
into being. Those who adhere to the ideals of negritude and soul
perceive life as a verb process and as a will to essence. They
worship the verb rather than the noun, and they celebrate
essence rather than memoirs. Soul and negritude evolve from
the individual to the social and from individualism to an all
inclusive humanism which unifies all people. They endow
individuals with the capacity to act out God's historical
intentions in a temporal paradise, they maintain that humans
are unfinished products continually becoming, they adorn
individuals with the finer human hungers, they endow individuals with illusions of grandeur, they demolish the God who
once served as a divine bellhop or credit card in the sky, they
erect the kingdom of God as a state of mind, and they represent
the quest for the Holy Grail: Humanity's collective soul.
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